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Let               be a connected undirected graph with Let               be a connected undirected graph with 

Minimal Spanning TreesMinimal Spanning Trees

( ),G V E=

VerticesVertices

EdgesEdges

E V V⊆ ×

Def.Def. A A weightedweighted graphgraph is a undirected graph           is a undirected graph           
with with weightweight functionfunction

( ),G V E=
:w E →

Def.Def. AA spanningspanning treetree TT ofof GG is a is a subgraphsubgraph ofof a a 
undirected graph of undirected graph of GG s.ts.t..

1)  1)  TT is a tree, i.e., a connected acyclic graphis a tree, i.e., a connected acyclic graph

2)  2)  V(T)=V(G)V(T)=V(G)

Minimal Spanning TreesMinimal Spanning Trees

Def.Def. A A minimumminimum spanningspanning subtreesubtree of a weighted graph     of a weighted graph      
is a spanning is a spanning subtreesubtree of  of  GG of minimum weightof minimum weight( ),G w

( ) ( )
e T

w T w e
∈

=∑
Minimum Spanning Minimum Spanning SubtreeSubtree Problem: Problem: Given a Given a 
weighted connected undirected graphweighted connected undirected graph ((G,wG,w)), find a , find a 
minimum spanning minimum spanning subtreesubtree

Example of a Example of a 
Minimal Spanning TreeMinimal Spanning Tree

Minimal Spanning TreesMinimal Spanning Trees

We will look at two Algorithms:We will look at two Algorithms:

•• KruskalKruskal

•• Prim ~ Prim ~ DijkstraDijkstra’’ss Shortest  Shortest  
paths algorithmpaths algorithm

Both areBoth are $Greedy$ $Greedy$ algorithmsalgorithms

The Generic AlgorithmThe Generic Algorithm

This algorithm grows a set of edges This algorithm grows a set of edges AA of  of  GG which which 
upon termination of the algorithm becomes a minimal upon termination of the algorithm becomes a minimal 
spanning tree of spanning tree of GG..

•• In In KruskalKruskal’’ss algorithm, algorithm, AA is a coalescing is a coalescing 
forestforest

•• In In PrimPrim’’ss algoritmalgoritm, , AA is an expanding treeis an expanding tree

Property preserved by Loop:Property preserved by Loop: AA is a subset of is a subset of 
some minimum spanning treesome minimum spanning tree

Safe EdgesSafe Edges
Def.Def. A A safesafe edgeedge forfor AA is am edge is am edge ((u,vu,v)) not in not in AA s.ts.t..

A satisfies property P                    also A satisfies property P                    also 
satisfies property Psatisfies property P

A ⇒ { }( , )A u v∪

Note:Note: If If AA is not a minimum spanning tree, then is not a minimum spanning tree, then 
there exists a safe edge that can be added to there exists a safe edge that can be added to AA..

Problem:Problem: How do we find safe edges?How do we find safe edges?
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TerminologyTerminology

Def.Def. A A cutcut (S,V(S,V--S)S) of an undirected graph  of an undirected graph  
G=(V,E)G=(V,E) is a is a partionpartion of the vertices V of G into two of the vertices V of G into two 
disjoint sets disjoint sets SS and and VV--SS, i.e., , i.e., s.ts.t..

••
••

An edge            An edge            crossescrosses the cut the cut (S,V(S,V--S)S) if one of if one of 
its endpoints lies in its endpoints lies in SS and the other lies in and the other lies in VV--SS. . 

A cut A cut respectsrespects a set of edges a set of edges AA of of GG if no edge of if no edge of 
AA crosses the cut.crosses the cut.

( )V S V S= −∪
( )S V S∅ = −∩

( , )u v E∈

More TerminologyMore Terminology
Def.Def. An edge crossing a cut An edge crossing a cut (S,V(S,V--S)S) of a weighted of a weighted 
undirected graph undirected graph ((G,wG,w)) is a is a lightlight edgeedge if its weight if its weight 
is minimum of the weight of any edge crossing the is minimum of the weight of any edge crossing the 
cut.cut.

Note:Note: An edge is a An edge is a lightlight edgeedge satisfyingsatisfying propertyproperty PP
if its weight is the minimum of any edge satisfying if its weight is the minimum of any edge satisfying 
property P.property P.

Example of a CutExample of a Cut Minimal Spanning TreesMinimal Spanning Trees

Theorem.  Theorem.  GivenGiven

Let Let 

•• G=(V,E)G=(V,E) connected a connected a undirundir graphgraph

•• w:Ew:E RR a weight function on a weight function on GG

•• be be s.ts.t. . AA lies in some minimum lies in some minimum 
spanning treespanning tree

•• (S,V(S,V--S)S) be a cut of be a cut of GG that respects that respects AA

•• ((u,vu,v)) be a light edge crossing be a light edge crossing (S,V(S,V--S)S)

A E⊆

Then Then ((u,vu,v)) is safe!is safe!

ProofProof

A=A= Shaded EdgesShaded Edges

KruskalKruskal’’ss AlgorithmAlgorithm

CorCor.. Given Given (G=((G=(V,E),wV,E),w)) is a connected is a connected 
undirected weighted graph.undirected weighted graph.

Let Let AA be a subset of be a subset of EE lying in a minimum lying in a minimum 
weight weight subtreesubtree of of GG, and let , and let CC be a be a 
connected component of a forest connected component of a forest GGAA=(V,A).=(V,A).

If If ((u,vu,v)) is a light edge connecting C to some is a light edge connecting C to some 
other component of other component of GGAA, then , then ((u,vu,v)) is safe for is safe for 
AA
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KruskalKruskal’’ss AlgorithmAlgorithm KruskalKruskal’’ss AlgorithmAlgorithm

KruskalKruskal’’ss Algorithm (Cont.)Algorithm (Cont.) PrimPrim’’ss AlgorithmAlgorithm


